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About This Game

The Ploshers are a pair of intergalactic exterminators. With the ability to change color and machine gun horns, they will do the
job.

A retro style game that will force you to have quick reflexes.
40 stages.

40 different enemies and traps.
3 levels of difficulty.

1 or 2 players.
50 achievements.

Keyboard and Xbox controller or compatible.
Frantic action and lots of fun.

Download and play the demo to ensure compatibility and performance.
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Publisher:
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the cutlery polishers. the polishers gill lane longton. the concrete polishers. the french polishers handbook pdf. the glass
polishers. the furniture polishers. the antique polishers instagram. the french polishers. the boot polishers grandson. the floor
polishers painting. the french polishers handbook. the french polishers manual. the shoe polishers. the antique polishers. the
sword polisher's record. the polishers rag. the pro polishers. the polishers handbook. the master polishers

the game is fun and i like the art style, oldschool , like atari or c64.
colourful and random oldschool arcade game.
beat the clock , enemies and collect gems and coins.
difficulty is challenging.
50 achievements (please make the steam achievements work)
controller support needs a little work \/wasnt able to use the stick , only pad (on a new xbox \/ but it was so sensitiv he switched
more then one floor - please fix that.)
great game
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